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I. Introduction

The village of Nunam Iqua, which means “end of the tundra” in Yup’ik, is located on a fork of the Yukon River in Alaska, close to the Bering Sea. In October 2005, an Alaska Native resident of Nunam Iqua became violent, beat his wife with a shotgun and raped a 13-year-old girl in front of three other children. Though the villagers called the Alaska state police, it took the state police officers more than four hours to reach Nunam Iqua; they had to charter a plane and travel 150 miles from the closest village with state police presence. The assailant, Angelo A. Sugar, was convicted in September 2006 and sentenced to twenty-seven years imprisonment, but his “eight-hour rampage” brings to light the particularly challenging problems that Alaska Native villages face in dealing with domestic violence. The village of Nunam Iqua is a Native entity within the state of Alaska, recognized and eligible to receive services from the Bureau of Indian Affairs by virtue of status as an Indian tribe.

After the widely publicized Sugar incident, Nunam Iqua’s Mayor acknowledged that there was no public safety officer or village police officer in Nunam Iqua because the village had run out of funding for a village police officer in 2004. Given that domestic violence is rarely an isolated incident, the tragic events that unfolded at the end of the tundra raise questions about what remedies are available to help victims of domestic violence in Alaska Native villages.

Domestic violence and sexual assault occur in staggering rates in Native communities across the United States. As a state, Alaska’s rates of sexual assault and domestic violence are already significantly higher than the national averages, and for Alaska Native women, the likelihood that they will experience violence or abuse during their lifetimes is shocking.

Nearly seventy-five percent of Alaskans either have experienced or know someone who has experienced domestic violence or sexual assault, compared to the national average of one in four women and one in thirty-three men. For Native Alaskan women, not only are the statistics worse, but also the chance that they will receive needed protection or victim assistance is grim.

Native Alaskan women are 10 times more likely to be sexually assaulted than all other Alaskan women. These women are often cut off from the avenues to justice — literally. Since many Native Alaskan women live in rural villages that have no connecting roads to the main cities with police stations, they have a difficult time filing complaints. The Alaska Network on Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault reports that 30 percent of Alaskan women have no access to victim services where they live. According to [Amnesty International], police are themselves handicapped — often underfunded — in trying to get to the villages when complaints arise. And in interviews Amnesty International conducted with Native Alaskan sexual-assault survivors, respondents said that police and medical professionals often wrote them off as being drunk when they complained. Doctors and police wouldn't follow up on investigations.
The extreme remoteness of many Alaskan communities remains the major obstacle to providing services to victims of domestic violence and sexual assault in Alaska. Alaska Natives are more likely than other Alaskans to live in remote communities, far from service providers and law enforcement. As of 2009, the Bureau of Indian Affairs recognized two hundred and twenty-nine Native entities within Alaska. Nearly every one of these Native entities is an Alaska Native village, located off the road-system, or in the “bush.” Reservations in the lower-48 are often considered to be isolated places, and by comparison, Alaska Native villages are more than out-of-the-way. Frequently Alaska Native villages are accessible only by plane, or perhaps snow mobile when the rivers freeze over. Where access to legal redress and adequate victim services (such as medical assistance or counseling) is extremely difficult for many American Indians, it is virtually impossible for many Alaska Native women.

Both American Indian and Alaska Native victims of sexual assault and domestic violence must navigate a jurisdictional maze of tribal, state and federal law in order to “achieve justice.” For Alaska Native victims, two factors render that maze particularly complex. First, Alaska Native villages are not reservations, so the villages often do not comprise “Indian Country,” and as a result the State of Alaska has contested legally recognizing the villages as tribes. Second, Alaska is a Public Law-280 state, which means that federal jurisdiction in “Indian country” in Alaska has been transferred to the state. The confusion over where to turn to seek justice or protection from abusers leaves many Alaska Native victims of domestic violence at risk. This paper will argue that the State of Alaska could better serve and protect Alaska Native victims of domestic violence by taking affirmative steps to encourage and assist Alaska tribes in combating domestic violence in their communities.

This paper will present three pieces of a strategy to better combat domestic violence in Alaska Native communities. First, cooperation among sovereigns is critical to ensure that laws are enforced. Second, effective law enforcement can be enhanced by creative, community-based, culturally-sensitive models that respond to domestic violence through alternate forms of dispute resolution in Alaska Native communities such as tribal courts. The State of Alaska should actively encourage the development of tribal courts to offer victims alternative forms of dispute resolution because they can offer victims more immediate, culturally-sensitive and community-based remedies. And finally, Alaska Native tribes should exercise regulatory civil jurisdiction over domestic violence crimes in their communities to help Alaska Native victims of domestic violence achieve justice and be protected from their abusers. Part I lays the foundation for a discussion of legal remedies available to Native Alaskans by briefly examining the limitations on tribal jurisdiction in Alaska. Part II presents the remedies that are currently available to Alaska Native victims of domestic violence. Part III expands from the Alaska Supreme Court’s monumental decision in John v. Baker to argue that Alaska’s courts should recognize tribal jurisdiction in domestic violence cases just as Alaska’s Supreme Court recognized tribal adjudicatory jurisdiction in the family law context.

II. A Run Through Alaska’s Jurisdictional Maze

a. Indian Country

The Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA), passed in 1971, extinguished all Indian reservations in Alaska with the exception of the Annette Island Reservation of the Metlakatla Indian Community. The concept of Indian country, defined in 18 U.S.C. § 1151, is critical to determining which government (tribal, state or federal) has jurisdiction to prosecute a crime. The definition of Indian country reads:

(a) all land within the limits of any Indian reservation under the jurisdiction of the United States Government, notwithstanding the issuance of any patent, and, including rights-of-way running through the reservation, (b) all dependent Indian communities within the borders of the United States whether within the original or subsequently acquired territory thereof, and whether within or without the limits of a state, and (c) all Indian allotments, the Indian titles to which have not
been extinguished, including rights-of-way running through the same.23

Thus a critical question since the passage of ANCSA has been whether the lands patented under the act constituted “dependent Indian communities within” the meaning of 18 U.S.C. § 1151.24 The Supreme Court’s answer to this question has only further complicated Alaska’s jurisdictional maze. In Alaska v. Native Village of Venetie Tribal Government25 the Court determined that the lands patented under ANCSA are not considered dependent Indian communities and are not Indian country. In other words, the Venetie decision established that while ANCSA itself did not intend to terminate tribal sovereignty, nonetheless “the territorial jurisdiction of Alaska tribes does not extend to the 45 million acres of land affected by ANCSA — the vast majority of Native lands in Alaska.”26 After Venetie, to be considered a “dependent Indian community” within the definition of Indian country, two requirements must be met: “(1) the lands must have been set aside by the United States for the use of the Indians as Indian lands; and (2) the lands must be under federal superintendence.”27

The passage of ANCSA, which itself remained “silent on questions of tribal existence and jurisdiction”,28 and the Supreme Court’s holding in Venetie left Alaska Native villages in a position of being “sovereigns without territorial reach.”29 And for Alaska Native villages, that sovereignty — with or without territory — was already contested.30 While federal courts have applied federal Indian law principles in dealing with Alaska Native issues and have held that some Alaska Native villages are tribes (such as in Venetie), Alaska state courts continued to hold that there were no sovereign tribes in Alaska until very recently.31 The tribal status of Alaska Native villages is critical to claims by Alaska Native villages that their tribal courts and councils have the authority to make legally binding decisions.32 From the 1988 decision in Native Village of Stevens v. Alaska Management and Planning,33 in which the Alaska Supreme Court examined both history and case law to conclude that “Stevens Village does not have sovereign immunity because it, like most native groups in Alaska, is not self-governing or in any meaningful sense sovereign,”34 Alaska courts consistently found that Alaska Native villages were not tribes, and therefore were not sovereign.35 In 1999, however, the Alaska Supreme Court did an about-face in a child custody dispute in John v. Baker:

Today we must decide for the first time a question of significant complexity and import: Do Alaska Native villages have inherent, non-territorial sovereignty allowing them to resolve domestic disputes between their own members? After examining relevant federal pronouncements regarding sovereign power, we hold that Alaska Native tribes, by virtue of their inherent powers as sovereign nations, do possess that authority.36

The Baker decision recognized sovereignty based on membership and set forth that if Congress or the Executive branch recognized a group of Native Alaskans as a tribe, the State of Alaska must do the same.37

b. Public Law 280

Alaska is a Public Law 280 state, an added “wrinkle” to an already-complicated jurisdictional scheme.39 Public Law 280,40 passed in 1953, transferred federal jurisdiction over crimes occurring in Indian country to the state; Alaska was a “mandatory” Public Law 280 state and therefore was required to accept this transfer of jurisdiction.41 Congress amended Public Law 280 in 1958,42 resulting in an extension of Alaska state court civil jurisdiction to “private civil causes of action involving Indians in Indian country,” and giving Alaska’s state courts a further measure of criminal jurisdiction in Indian country.43 Whether Congress intended Public Law 280 to divest tribes of civil and criminal jurisdiction remains a heated debate in Alaska, as well as in the lower-48.44 Tribal advocates argue that under Public Law 280, tribal courts may exercise their jurisdiction concurrently with the state.45 Importantly, however, in John v. Baker, the Alaska Supreme Court noted that the Venetie decision suggested that Public Law 280 had “limited application in Alaska because most Native land will not qualify for the definition of Indian country. By its very text, Public Law 280 applies only to Indian country.”46 Yet even with very little recognized Indian country in Alaska, the divestiture
debate continues in Alaska.\textsuperscript{47} Alaska state courts have not firmly answered the divestiture question, but under the precedent of \textit{Baker}, Public Law 280 does not apply to Alaska Native villages that are not located in Indian country; in other words, Public Law 280 does not affect jurisdictional questions in the vast majority of Alaska Native villages. By finding that Public Law 280 did not apply in \textit{Baker}, and holding that tribes had jurisdiction based on membership as well as on territory, the Alaska Supreme Court actually expanded Alaska tribal sovereignty outside of Indian country.\textsuperscript{48}

c. \textit{Federal Framework}

The problems for Alaska tribes seeking jurisdiction occur in the larger framework of federal laws that govern jurisdiction. Today Alaska Native villages, if they are federally recognized tribes, enjoy some degree of sovereignty due to the \textit{Baker} decision. \textit{Baker}, however, was a domestic dispute between tribal members. Under federal law, the jurisdiction of Alaska Native villages partly depends on the tribal or non-tribal status of the defendant.\textsuperscript{49} Jurisdiction further depends on whether the matter at issue is civil or criminal. Congress and the courts have historically limited tribal jurisdiction over criminal matters.\textsuperscript{50} The Supreme Court’s well-known decision in \textit{Oliphant v. Suquamish Indian Tribe} ruled that tribes lack criminal jurisdiction over non-Indians in Indian country.\textsuperscript{51} Tribal courts may exercise criminal jurisdiction over non-member Indians, however, depending on the type of criminal conduct that is at issue.\textsuperscript{52} The 1885 Indian Major Crimes Act (IMCA)\textsuperscript{53} extended federal jurisdiction to certain types of serious criminal conduct by Indians against other Indians within Indian country.\textsuperscript{54} Public Law 280 repealed the IMCA insofar as it applied to those areas covered by Public Law 280 (effectively substituting state for federal jurisdiction).\textsuperscript{55} Thus in Alaska, when certain not-serious crimes happen between Alaska Natives in Indian Country, tribal courts can exercise jurisdiction (if they are recognized as sovereign tribes). When serious crimes happen in Indian Country in Alaska, even if the parties are Alaska Natives, the State of Alaska has criminal jurisdiction due to the Public Law 280 transfer of IMCA jurisdiction over serious criminal conduct to the state.

When an Alaska tribal court exercises criminal jurisdiction over crimes between Alaska Natives, the 1968 Indian Civil Rights Act (ICRA) restricts its ability to impose punishments.\textsuperscript{56} The ICRA requires tribal courts to afford due process and civil liberties to American Indians in tribal court proceedings. As part of providing federal protection to individuals facing tribal court proceedings, the ICRA limited the sentencing power of tribal courts. In spite of these limitations, though:

Nearly all tribal courts in Alaska have assumed jurisdiction over family and domestic matters, especially in cases concerning protection of children. Domestic relations is a subject area where state and tribal recognition and cooperation are building. Tribal jurisdiction over subjects such as minor crime is less clear, but many Alaska tribal courts are asserting subject matter jurisdiction in that area as civil matters in order to protect the health, safety, and welfare of tribal members… At this point in time, Alaska tribal governments assert jurisdiction over law and order matters in a civil rather than in a criminal way.\textsuperscript{57}

More than one hundred Alaska Native villages currently operate tribal courts and councils to resolve domestic disputes between Alaska Natives and to address some criminal and quasi-criminal matters, working within the limitations imposed by Alaska’s complicated jurisdictional maze.\textsuperscript{58}

d. \textit{Summary}

A run through Alaska’s jurisdictional maze leaves an Alaska Native victim of domestic violence with two general contexts that determine which statutes apply to a tribal court seeking jurisdiction over the victim’s case. While at first glance these contexts may not seem that different because the State of Alaska ultimately has criminal jurisdiction over domestic violence crimes in both instances, the intricacies of the applicable statutes do make a difference. Whether Public Law 280 gives the State of
Alaska jurisdiction or not is important in the context of tribal jurisdiction.

The first context is one where a domestic violence crime occurs in Indian country. In spite of the virtual abolishment of Indian country in Alaska after ANCSA and Venetie, some Indian country does still exist in Alaska under U.S.C. § 1151. Some Alaska Native villages, for example, may have property that is considered an “Indian allotment” under U.S.C. § 1151. Also, there is a recognized Indian reservation in Alaska. Therefore, if an Alaska Native or American Indian perpetrator commits a crime of domestic violence within Indian country against an Alaska Native victim, the State of Alaska will have criminal jurisdiction over the crime under the Public Law 280 transfer of IMCA serious crimes (domestic violence, depending on the level of assault, will almost always constitute an IMCA serious crime). If a victim's perpetrator is non-Native, the State of Alaska will have criminal jurisdiction no matter what, even if the crime occurred in Indian country.

The other general context is one where a domestic violence crime does not occur in Indian country. Public Law 280 does not apply to crimes that do not occur in Indian country and there is no federal jurisdiction. This context applies to most Alaska Native victims of domestic violence as most villages are not considered Indian country. For these victims, there is only state criminal jurisdiction over the crimes. In this context, tribal court jurisdiction looks a little different, given that the State of Alaska and Alaska's courts have historically been reluctant to recognize the tribal sovereignty of Alaska Native villages. Alaska's own policies will determine whether a tribal court can exercise concurrent, albeit limited, criminal jurisdiction over domestic violence crimes that do not occur in Indian country. Where tribal advocates have argued that under Public Law 280, tribal courts may exercise jurisdiction concurrently with the state, this argument is less clear when Public Law 280 is inapplicable.

III. Legal Remedies for Alaska Native Victims of Domestic Violence

So where does this leave Native Alaskan victims of domestic violence who seek the protection of the law or to bring their abusers to justice? The short answer is that victims need more assistance and protection in Alaska Native villages. Not only are victim services immediately unavailable due to the lack of/distance from shelters and counselors in bush Alaska, but also state courts and the protection of law enforcement are frequently inaccessible. If a victim's abuser is non-Native, criminal prosecution is up to the State of Alaska. If a victim's abuser is Native and the tribal court exercises concurrent criminal jurisdiction, tribal courts are limited to sentences of only one year in prison or a fine of $5000. In general, legal remedies for domestic violence victims come in two forms: criminal prosecution (for charges ranging from harassment to various degrees of assault) and protective orders, which protect the victim by prohibiting contact, communication with or physical proximity to the victim. Violations of civil protective orders can result in criminal charges, switching the matter (and the resulting jurisdictional limitations on tribal courts) from civil to criminal. Victims may also sometimes pursue tort cases against their perpetrators, though a discussion of the complete range of civil remedies available to domestic violence victims is beyond the scope of this paper.

Domestic violence is defined in section 18.66.990 of the Alaska Statutes. Assault with intent to commit murder, assault with a dangerous weapon, and assault resulting in serious bodily injury all fall under the IMCA, giving the State of Alaska (according to Public Law 280) jurisdiction to prosecute serious domestic violence crimes. The lack of prosecution for serious domestic violence crimes is a source of frustration for Native Alaskan victims and Alaska tribal governments alike. In general, “tribal governments in [Public Law 280] states experience an inadequate response to violent crime” by state authorities. “In some Public Law 280 states, a history of tension and hostility between tribal communities and state officials have resulted in jurisdictional ‘vacuums’ in which violent crime, including sexual assault, persists without response.” In an examination of 1,281 reports of domestic violence assault to Alaska State Troopers from rural Alaskan communities in 2004, a joint study determined that 80% of the cases were referred for prosecution, and of those, 68% were accepted for prosecution. Of the 1,281 reports examined, 47.3% were cases where the victim was Native. While the report's statistics may seem promising for victims
who seek legal remedies, it is important to note that the full report did not analyze the percentage of cases referred or accepted for prosecution in relation to the race of the victim. Further research is necessary on whether a domestic violence report made by an Alaska Native victim will be referred or accepted for prosecution. It seems that Alaska Native victims are less likely to file reports at all, and that problems with lack of patrolling and slow response times to Alaska Native villages by State Troopers also impedes Alaska Native victims’ abilities to make reports that could be referred for prosecution.

In 1996, as part of the Domestic Violence Prevention and Victim Protection Act, Alaska implemented mandatory arrest in domestic violence cases. Section 18.65.530 of the Alaska Statutes requires a state law enforcement officer to make an arrest with or without a warrant:

…if the officer has probable cause to believe the person has, either in or outside the presence of the officer, within the previous 12 hours, (1) committed domestic violence, except an offense under AS 11.41.100-11.41.130, whether the crime is a felony or misdemeanor; (2) committed the crime of violating a protective order in violation of AS 11.56.740; (3) violated a condition of release imposed under AS 12.30.016(e) or (f) or, 12.30.027.

However, state law enforcement does not always respond to domestic violence crimes to be able to make a mandatory arrest. State Troopers from regional centers may not respond to reports from Alaska Native villages (where there may be no local law enforcement officer) due to “the severity of weather conditions, the urgency of other matters they are dealing with in other villages, the apparent severity of the situation, and so forth.” Responses to complaints in remote Alaska Native villages often occur “after the 12 hour time period for mandatory arrest, in which case an arrest is up to the discretion of the officer.” Alaska Native villages may have tribal law officers funded by the BIA, but most villages will only have a Village Public Safety Officer funded by the Alaska Legislature and managed by Alaska State Troopers.

Alaska Village Public Safety Officers are not armed but are trained in “basic criminal law and arrest procedures, rural fire fighting, and emergency responder first aid.” Under Alaska law, the Village Public Safety Officer (VPSO) is not a recognized peace officer and has the same standing as a private citizen or a private security guard. Under section 12.25.010 of the Alaska Statutes, a private person or a peace officer may arrest an individual who has committed a crime without a warrant when the crime is committed in the presence of the person making the arrest, if the person has committed a felony, or if a felony has been committed and the person making the arrest has reasonable cause to believe the arrestee committed the felony. While VPSOs have the authority to arrest and their testimony is “given serious credibility in the State’s courts when testifying in support of their arrests,” they are not required to make arrests in domestic violence cases like state law enforcement. Additionally, the VPSO might be reluctant to make an arrest in a domestic violence case, as domestic violence cases are very personal in nature, involving families and relationships.

One of the problems with the VPSO program is that one has to be willing to arrest a cousin, uncle, sister, brother, mother, etc. The issue of one’s relatives and the conflicts that arise in a closely-knit community make recruiting for VPSOs difficult. Outsiders, even if they are from the next village, have an uphill battle if they sign on as a VPSO for a neighboring village. This is a major hurdle to the effectiveness of the VPSO program.

Law enforcement is necessary for victims to report domestic violence cases in Alaska Native villages, and reporting is essential for criminal prosecution to occur. Alaska Natives comprise over eighty percent of the individuals in Alaska who have a Village Public Safety Officer (VPSO) or a Village Police Officer (VPO) instead of trained and certified law enforcement protection. Alaska Native victims therefore face many obstacles in seeing their perpetrators brought to justice because the prosecution of individuals for domestic violence is in the hands of the State of Alaska, from State Troopers being responsible for taking reports and arresting
defendants, to state courts having the jurisdiction to handle serious domestic violence crimes.

Congress has attempted to address the problem of sexual assault and domestic violence in Indian country on several occasions. In 1990, Congress enacted the Indian Child Protection and Family Violence Prevention Act, but failed to appropriate any significant funding to implement the law. In 2006, the reauthorization of the Violence Against Women Act (VAWA) provided funding to support “efforts to develop education curricula for tribal court judges to ensure that all tribal courts have relevant information about promising practices, procedures, policies, and law regarding tribal court responses to adult and youth domestic violence, dating violence, sexual assault, and stalking,” as well as funding to help tribes develop an order of protection registry. Domestic violence victims can seek protection from their abusers through the courts by receiving a protective order. Arguably, Alaska Native victims of domestic violence may receive protective orders from tribal courts against their perpetrators, regardless of the Native or non-Native status of the perpetrator, but enforcement of protective orders remains in the hands of law enforcement. VAWA requires that states and tribes give full faith and credit to each other’s protective orders. However, in Alaska, state law enforcement of protective orders depends on State Troopers first verifying the protective order with Alaska’s Central Registry System for Protective Orders (part of the Alaska Public Safety Information Network). Thus a tribal court-issued protective order must be filed with a state court clerk for state law enforcement to administer it.

Under Alaska law, there is a 20-day minimum sentence if a defendant is found in violation of a domestic violence protection order. In other words, violation of the protective order changes the matter from civil to criminal. Alaska tribal courts do not have criminal jurisdiction over non-Natives who violate protective orders in Alaska Native villages. And the ICRA limits penalties tribal courts can impose on Natives who violate protective orders in Alaska Native villages.

In terms of sexual assault, Alaska Native villages are among the most dangerous places to live in the United States, largely because of the lack of law enforcement and access to justice services. For Alaska Native victims of domestic violence, “tribal governments are often the only really viable option” to receive access to justice. In spite of the fact that the State of Alaska has been reluctant to recognize Alaska Native villages as tribes, there are in fact many Alaska Native villages operating tribal councils and tribal courts today that are increasing their dispute resolution activity. To further protect and bring justice to Alaska Native victims of domestic violence, the State of Alaska should encourage the development of tribal courts. Alaska’s courts should recognize tribal court regulatory jurisdiction and concurrent adjudicatory criminal jurisdiction over domestic violence crimes within the full extent allowed under the ICRA.

IV. Strengthening Tribal Jurisprudence to Combat Domestic Violence

a. John v. Baker

In John v. Baker, the Alaska Supreme Court concluded that Alaska Native tribes possess the inherent sovereign power to adjudicate child custody disputes between tribal members in their own courts. The Baker decision recognized tribal adjudicatory jurisdiction in the family law context. The Alaska Supreme Court held that neither Public Law 280 nor the Indian Child Welfare Act (ICWA) applied in the Baker case. Thus the Alaska Supreme Court found that outside of Public Law 280 and ICWA, Alaska Native villages have inherent, non-territorial sovereignty allowing them to resolve domestic disputes between their own members. Domestic violence is by definition a domestic dispute. As has been discussed, after Venetie, ANCSA lands are not considered to be Indian country, and therefore Public Law 280 is unlikely to be applicable in most Alaska Native villages. ICWA’s jurisdictional provisions are not applicable in domestic violence cases (though domestic violence can of course be a factor in the removal of children from homes, so domestic violence does often factor in ICWA cases).

Most instances of domestic violence against Alaska Native victims will occur where Public Law 280 and ICWA are not applicable. Thus expanding from the Baker decision, which recognized the inherent sovereignty of Alaska Native villages to resolve domestic disputes between their members where Public Law 280 and ICWA don’t apply, Alaska
Native villages therefore have sovereignty to resolve domestic violence disputes between Native Alaskans — limited only by the ICRA. Alaska tribal courts should exercise jurisdiction over domestic violence disputes and Alaska courts should recognize that jurisdiction as legitimate. Domestic violence is inherently a problem that arises out of an internal relationship. As David Case, former counsel to the Alaska Native Review Commission and an attorney with extensive experience representing Alaska Native interests, has argued:

_Baker_ confirms the significance of tribal government and the authority of tribes over their members and generally over the internal relationships with their members. This likely includes jurisdiction to decide criminal matters as well as civil disputes between members over child custody, divorce, inheritance, and a host of other subjects.

The ICRA does not limit a tribe’s ability to prosecute any particular type of crime; it only limits the sanctions a tribe is able to impose. Expanding from the precedent set by _Baker_, and staying within the confines of the ICRA, Alaska tribal courts should exercise criminal jurisdiction over Alaska Natives who commit domestic violence crimes in their communities. If the defendants were to appeal these decisions to Alaska’s state courts, Alaska’s state courts should extend _Baker_ and recognize tribal criminal adjudicatory jurisdiction over Alaska Natives in domestic violence cases.

While Alaska’s Supreme Court based its decision in _Baker_ on the decisions of Congress and the Supreme Court, Alaska’s Supreme Court also made policy considerations to support the recognition of concurrent tribal jurisdiction. The Court found that tribal jurisdiction over child custody cases involving Alaska Native children would further the goal of both federal and state law in “best serving the needs of Native American children.” Specifically, the Court looked to the fact that many Alaska Native villages are located far from Alaska state courtrooms and that Alaska is home to divergent cultures.

Because of this great diversity, barriers of culture, geography and language combine to create a judicial system that remains foreign and inaccessible to many Alaska Natives. These differences have “created problems in administering a unified justice system sensitive to the needs of Alaska’s various cultures.” By acknowledging tribal jurisdiction, we enhance the opportunity for Native villages and the state to cooperate in the child custody arena by sharing resources. Recognizing the ability and power of tribes to resolve internal disputes in their own forums, while preserving the right of access to state courts, can only help in the administration of justice for all.

Domestic violence is a crime that has uniquely devastating effects on victims. When the perpetrator of a crime is in a relationship, it takes a huge amount of courage and trust in the justice system to step outside of the home and shed light on the private situation a victim has faced. Analogous to _Baker_, barriers of culture, geography and language make the state criminal justice system inaccessible and unfamiliar to many Alaska Native victims of domestic violence. The State of Alaska and the federal government seek to help in the administration of justice for all. As such, reading _Baker_ broadly and recognizing the ability and power of tribes to resolve crimes of domestic violence would further the goals of both federal and state law in serving the needs of Alaska Native victims of domestic violence.

_Baker_ has arguably created an opportunity for tribal courts to expand their jurisdiction. As domestic violence is so pervasive and destructive in Alaska Native villages, Alaska tribal courts should use the holding of _Baker_ to assert jurisdiction over domestic violence crimes in their communities. Further, Alaska state courts should consider this jurisdiction valid, thereby encouraging tribes to exercise jurisdiction over domestic violence crimes. This would help Alaska Native victims to participate in the criminal justice process and to bring their perpetrators to justice. The State of Alaska should also enact legislative measures to encourage the development of tribal courts in Alaska (for example,
through funding and providing training for tribal court judges) and to provide Alaska tribal courts with legislative comity. The State of Alaska should also further encourage cooperation between the state and tribes in the area of law enforcement, perhaps using Memorandums of Understanding between tribes and state law enforcement so that Alaska Native victims of domestic violence could better benefit from existing state laws, such as mandatory arrest.

b. Tribal Criminal Jurisdiction: ICRA Limitations and Creative Sentencing

Tribal courts can offer victims more immediate, culturally-sensitive and community-based remedies.\footnote{113} While the ICRA limits tribal courts to sentences of one year or a $5000 fine,\footnote{114} imposing those sentences on Native perpetrators of domestic violence crimes is a start to making abusers face consequences for their actions. Amnesty International found that:

…prosecutions for sexual violence do occur in tribal courts and some courts are able to overcome limitations on the sentences they can hand down by imposing consecutive sentences for several offences. Some tribal courts also work with sanctions other than imprisonment, including restitution, community service and probation.\footnote{115}

Tribal courts must be creative to have more effective sentencing within the confines of ICRA. In addition to consecutive sentencing, restitution, community service and probation, an Alaska tribal court could banish a Native perpetrator of domestic violence from the village.\footnote{116} In \textit{Native Village of Perryville v. Tague}, an Alaska court affirmed the village’s right to banish one of its members for violent behavior and to have the state court and state law enforcement assist in enforcement.\footnote{117} Sarah Deer argues that there is another significant way in which a tribal government could assert its authority outside of the context of the criminal justice system to protect Native women from violence:

If the perpetrator is an employee of the tribal nation or a tribal enterprise, the tribal government, depending on the tribal law, may have the ability to terminate his employment. At least one tribal court has ruled in favor of terminating the employment of a sex offender, based on the tribal government’s authority to terminate employees who present safety and security concerns.\footnote{118}

While many Alaska Native villages may have tribal codes including criminal laws on domestic violence, it seems that very few Alaska tribal courts actively prosecute criminal domestic violence cases.\footnote{119} Alaska Native villages should exercise concurrent criminal jurisdiction in domestic violence cases and prosecute Native offenders as effectively as possible, using both the full extent allowed by the ICRA as well as alternative punishments that can bring Native perpetrators of domestic violence to justice. This does not achieve justice for victims of non-Native perpetrators of domestic violence in Alaska Native villages, but that issue will be addressed in the Conclusion of this paper.

c. Tribal Civil Jurisdiction: Protective Orders

Alaska Native villages also have regulatory jurisdiction over domestic violence, arguably over both Natives and non-Natives. Public Law 280 requires “that Native ‘ordinances and customs’ be given ‘full force and effect’ in Alaska state courts whenever they are ‘not inconsistent’ with any applicable law of the State.”\footnote{120} This seems to indicate that an “Alaska court hearing a civil cause of action arising under Public Law 280 would be required to apply tribal law, including customary law, if no inconsistent state law existed.”\footnote{121} Of course, Public Law 280 does not apply in most Alaska Native villages, so this recognition, while important, is limited in scope. The Oliphant decision did not limit a tribe’s ability to impose civil sanctions on non-Indians.\footnote{122} Thus Alaska tribal governments and courts have regulatory authority over non-Natives. Protective orders are civil orders. As tribal courts can regulate both Natives and non-Natives in civil matters, tribal courts arguably have the jurisdictional authority to issue protective orders against all perpetrators of domestic violence in their communities. “In addition, it is well established that tribes have jurisdiction over nonmembers who enter into consensual relations with them and perhaps over nonmembers in situations where the activities...
of nonmembers affect tribal political integrity, health and welfare, or tribal economy.”

Again, tribal protective orders, under VAWA, are given full faith and credit by Alaska, provided that they are entered into the Central Registry System.

The issue with protective orders, whether tribal or state court-issued, and for all victims of domestic violence, is their enforcement. It is up to the available law enforcement to enforce the protective orders for Alaska Native victims living in rural villages. As has been discussed, this is extremely problematic for villages where there is no law enforcement presence.

Those living in rural villages that do not have local or city police departments may receive law enforcement services from the state’s 240 State Troopers. A limited number of State Troopers serve villages throughout the state, 64 per cent of which are accessible only by airplane, boat or snowmobile. In more inaccessible communities, State Troopers tend to respond only to more serious crimes. It can take State Troopers from one day to six weeks to respond to crimes including sexual violence in villages, if they respond at all. Decisions about which crimes to respond to and how, appear to be left largely to the discretion of responding officers.

There are also practical issues for enforcing protective orders. “A mandate that perpetrators stay 1000 feet (or some such figure) away from victims is not practical for victim safety in remote villages,” as some villages consist of just a few homes located within very close proximity. Thus perpetrators may be temporarily or permanently banished from a Native Alaska village by the protective order, and innovative law enforcement, such as air carrier recognition of tribal protective orders, becomes essential to the effective enforcement of protective orders. Tribal courts can act to encourage defendants to comply with protective orders, as will be discussed momentarily, but the actual enforcement of protective orders remains a serious concern in discussions of how to improve law enforcement in rural Alaska.

d. Violations of Protective Orders: The Switch from Civil to Criminal Jurisdiction

A violation of a protective order is a criminal matter, and so even if a tribal court issues a protective order against a non-Native individual (under its civil jurisdictional authority), the tribe has no criminal jurisdiction to prosecute non-Native individuals for violating protective orders. The Supreme Court decision in Oliphant v. Suquamish Indian Tribe arguably has placed tribal communities at the mercy of non-Indian criminals.

Perpetrators of domestic violence against Alaska Native victims are frequently not Native themselves. A larger percentage of victimizations against American Indian and Alaska Native women are committed by white offenders than by American Indian or Alaska Native offenders. Given these statistics, Alaska tribal courts are thus hamstrung in their ability to protect Alaska Native victims from the majority of perpetrators. Alaska tribal courts can try to impose civil penalties on non-Native individuals for the violation of protective orders, but at this point are powerless to do more.

Alaska Native villages can also develop tribal codes that “reach” non-Native individuals who violate tribal protective orders, and for this, the Ninilchik Village provides an excellent innovative example. Ninilchik Village Ordinance No. 99-01 sets forth that:

The personal and subject matter jurisdiction of the Tribal Court of Ninilchik Village under this ordinance is based on the Tribe’s inherent authority over its members, Tribal internal affairs and those who enter into consensual domestic relationships with Tribal members. The Court’s jurisdiction extends to all persons residing within the tribe’s geographic service area for the delivery of federal programs who are Tribal member of Ninilchik Village. The Court’s jurisdiction also extends to any other person who resides within the Tribe’s geographic service area who consents to the jurisdiction of the Court. Persons who on or after the date this ordinance is adopted enter into or remain in a marriage
or other similar consensual, personal relationship with a tribal member shall be deemed to have consented to the Court’s jurisdiction under this ordinance as long as they reside within the Tribe’s geographic service area. As used in this ordinance, the Tribe’s geographic service area does not necessarily describe “Indian country.” Instead, the term “geographic service area” is used in this ordinance to further define those persons over whom the Tribal Court asserts personal and subject matter jurisdiction because of their domestic relations as or with tribal members and the Tribe’s inherent authority to control its internal relationships even outside “Indian Country.”

Non-Native individuals are brought under the jurisdiction of the Ninilchik tribal court when they enter into personal relationships with Ninilchik tribal members. Ordinance No. 99-01 was enacted to protect against domestic violence, and provides that individuals who violate tribal protective orders are subject to penalties including but not limited to: (1) a fine not to exceed $1000 for each violation; (2) community service as determined appropriate by the Court and (3) in cases of repeated contempt, after notice and opportunity for a hearing, the person may be deprived of some or all benefits of tribal membership for such time as determined appropriate by the Court, not exceeding five (5) years. Thus without exercising criminal jurisdiction over non-Natives, the Ninilchik tribal court can still effectively penalize non-Native individuals for the violation of tribal protective orders. The State of Alaska should encourage tribal courts to follow inventive models like the Ninilchik Tribal Council has, to provide immediate, community-based protection from domestic violence.

### V. Conclusion

Civil penalties for the violation of protective orders by non-Native offenders may not be enough to ensure that protective orders are not violated. Additionally, not being able to impose criminal sentences (within the confines of the ICRA) on non-Native offenders cripples an Alaska Native village’s ability to protect its community from domestic violence. In order to truly combat domestic violence in Alaska Native villages, something along the lines of a Duro-fix is necessary to recognize tribal jurisdiction over non-Native perpetrators in domestic violence cases. Matthew Fletcher has proposed such action in an Issue Brief recommending legislation to recognize tribal jurisdiction over non-Indians for domestic violence misdemeanors.

This legislation would recognize the inherent authority of Indian tribes to prosecute all persons, regardless of race and citizenship, for domestic violence crimes as defined by state law, when committed in Indian Country. Congress could condition this recognition of tribal sovereignty on a requirement that tribes maintain certain minimal guarantees of fairness, such as the presence of an independent tribal judiciary, the right to appointed counsel, and the right to jury trial in all cases. This statute could also require Indian tribes to guarantee other important criminal procedure rights.

Fletcher points out that under the ICRA tribal criminal jurisdiction is already limited to misdemeanors, and that generally tribal law is not much different than state or federal law. Fletcher does “not recommend expanding tribal authority to punish offenders for more than one year”, nor “expansion of tribal authority in cases of more serious violent crimes in Indian country, such as sexual assaults.” This paper agrees with Fletcher’s premise.

The State of Alaska could do more to help Alaska Native victims of domestic violence. This paper has elaborated upon a three-part strategy to better combat domestic violence in Alaska Native communities. First, tribal courts should use the holding of Baker as a basis to exercise concurrent criminal jurisdiction in domestic violence cases over Native offenders and to prosecute Native offenders as effectively as possible under the ICRA coupled
with creative, alternative punishments that can bring Native perpetrators of domestic violence to justice. Alaska state courts should encourage this by upholding such jurisdiction under Baker. Second, Alaska tribal courts should also exercise regulatory civil jurisdiction over domestic violence crimes in their communities and the State of Alaska should encourage this by enacting legislation giving comity to tribal civil jurisdiction over domestic violence crimes and encouraging the development of tribal courts to offer victims alternative forms of dispute resolution. Third, the State of Alaska should take measures to further cooperation among sovereigns to ensure that laws are enforced. Finally, legislation recognizing the authority of Alaska tribes to exercise criminal jurisdiction over non-Native offenders in domestic violence cases would allow Alaska Native victims to overcome some of the obstacles they currently face in seeing their perpetrators brought to justice.
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